
TALENTS
GUADALAJARA 2023
CALL FOR ENTRIES
FIFTEENTH EDITION

THE REGISTRATION PROCESS CLOSES ON FRIDAY,  APRIL 7,  2023.

The Guadalajara International Film Festival (FICG38) in collaboration with the Berlinale Talents of the 
Berlin International Film Festival, the Goethe-Institut Mexico and the support of the San Antonio de los 
Baños Film School EICTV and the International Federation of Critics Cinematographic FIPRESCI, present 
the �fteenth call to participate in the Talents Guadalajara 2023.

GDL TALENTS
XV: THE REVOLUTION OF JOY

It is summoned to:

Actors
Film Critics (Communicologists and journalists)
Directors
Animators
Cinematographers
Sound Designers
Screenwriters
Producers

from Mexico, Central America and the Caribbean (not including Colombia or Venezuela) may register for 
the �fteenth �lm improvement meeting to be held from June 2 to 6, 2023, under the framework of the 
Guadalajara International Film Festival , in its 38th edition (FICG38).

Talents Guadalajara 2023 is an intensive cinematographic meeting in which the next generation of 
�lmmakers, actors and �lm critics from the region share ideas and develop projects hand in hand with 
renowned experts in world cinematography.

WHO CAN PARTICIPATE?
The following can participate in Talents Guadalajara: actors, �lm critics (communication specialists or 
journalists specialized in the �eld), directors, animators, cinematographers, sound designers (musicians 
and sound engineers who work on the creation of the sound concept for a �lm or short �lm), scriptwriters 
and Producers, who have work already done (at least two short �lms that have been selected in a festival) 
that supports their experience as department heads of the �eld to which they are registered.

Talents Guadalajara opens its call only to citizens or residents of Mexico, Central America or the Caribbean 
(excluding Colombia and Venezuela) because the South American region is covered by Talents Buenos 
Aires that takes place in Argentina.

To participate in the Talents Guadalajara there is no age restriction, the important thing is the talent that 
is demonstrated in the selected �eld, when uploading all the information to the pro�le created online. 
However, if they are minors, a letter of authorization written and signed by the responsible guardians of 
the participant must be attached to the application.

Applications from those who have been selected for previous editions of Talents Guadalajara will not be 
accepted, with the exception of PRODUCERS or DIRECTORS who register for the Talent Project Market 
(see information below) who will be selected based on the project presented, or Entertainers who sign up 
for the Talent Motion Studio.

HOW CAN I PARTICIPATE IN TALENTS GUADALAJARA?
To attend the Talents Guadalajara in any of its modalities (as an emerging �lmmaker or actor, as a journalist 
specializing in �lm criticism at Talent Press Guadalajara or as a producer or director with a project at the 
Talent Project Market or as an animator for the Talent Motion Studio) it is necessary to create your electronic 
pro�le (access the link https://www.berlinale-talents.de/bt/guadalajara/ap/info/index) by completing the 
registration form, for more information, go to the page www.�cg.mx in the FICG Industry section.

In this form you are asked for your personal data, information about your experience in �lm media and a 
3-minute clip (demo) that re�ects your experience and, above all, your creative potential (demo does not 
apply in the case of �lm critics). . Scriptwriters and critics must also upload extra written material, in pdf 
format.

The entire registration process is done online. Team applications are not accepted, only individual.

To participate in the Talents Guadalajara it is essential to speak Spanish and have an intermediate or 
advanced level of English.

TALENT PRESS GUADALAJARA. A space for film criticism
Talent Press Guadalajara is an intensive training in �lm criticism presented in the Talents Guadalajara 
program of activities, within the framework of the Guadalajara International Film Festival and with the 
support of the International Federation of Film Critics FIPRESCI. 

Selected by a specialist jury in the �eld, the participants are invited to the festival to see and review �lms 
screened at it, under the tutelage of renowned �lm critics who serve as their mentors and who share their 
impressions and points of view on the written material.

 Those selected for the Talent Press Guadalajara will have as a daily task the realization of a critique of a 
feature �lm screened at the FICG, which is exposed and discussed with colleagues and mentors and, once 
approved, is published.

TALENT PROJECT MARKET. Your project to the industry
Talents Guadalajara, in collaboration with the XIX Coproduction Market of Guadalajara International Film 
Festival opens the call to participate in the Talent Project Market, a professional pitching experience for  
feature �lm projects (documentary or �ction) in development. 
Participants will receive an intensive pitching workshop, which will form part of the Talents Guadalajara 
activities program, to later present their project to representatives of the international �lm industry 
attending FICG. This hands-on pitching experience o�ers participants the chance to get producers and 
co-producers for their �lms.

The call is open to PRODUCERS and DIRECTORS who have a feature �lm project (documentary or �ction) 
that has not yet been �lmed (in the development stage) with a �nished script and ready to be presented to 
possible co-producers (production folder in Spanish and English: subscribed producer and director 
(bio-�lmography of each one), short and long synopsis, budget, provisional �nancing plan, current status of 
the project (with at least 20% �nancing obtained) and letter of intent of the director). In addition to having 
audiovisual material to show: project teaser or trailer with existing project material; or, failing that, a demo 
of the director with his previous works.
To participate, it is an essential requirement to speak �uently English, since a large part of the 
appointments are agreed with international co-producers.

If you meet the requirements and are interested in participating, you must complete your pro�le as 
indicated in the general call to participate. Once your pro�le is complete, you will be asked to upload your 
feature �lm project in .pdf format for evaluation.

The selection committee made up of producers and directors who are experts in the �eld, will choose up 
to 6 projects, their theme and viability for an international co-production will be evaluated.

TALENT MOTION STUDIO. A studio for animation
Guadalajara has been internationally recognized as a city where �lmmakers are interested in and produce 
animated shorts and features in various techniques, of great quality and creative skill.
For this reason, Talents Guadalajara presents a special section in its program dedicated to animation and 
its creators: Talent Motion Studio, in which directors who work in this genre are invited from the call.

Upon being selected, they will be able to participate in a personalized consultancy program for their 
animation projects at the door, in addition to other activities of their interest, such as a Master Class and 
Dialogue Tables where internationally recognized animators participate, as part of the general program of 
Talents Guadalajara activities.

If you work mostly in the animation genre and want to participate, you just have to �ll out the Talents 
Guadalajara form in a general way, indicating that you participate as an Animator.

REQUIREMENTS AND DOCUMENTATION
1. Citizens and residents of Mexico, Central America and the Caribbean (not including Colombia or 

Venezuela) who are dedicated to cinematography professionally or in advanced training in any of the 
following areas can participate: acting (with experience in cinematographic or audiovisual 
productions), �lm criticism (communication specialists or journalists specialized in the �eld), direction, 
animation director, cinematographers, sound design (musicians and sound engineers who work on the 
creation of the sound concept of a �lm or short �lm), script and/or production.

2. Citizens of other nationalities may also participate, only in the case of having residence documents or 
second nationality from a country in the region invited, or in case of having studied �lm at the San Antonio 
de los Baños Film School EICTV (Cuba) with a maximum period of 5 years after having graduated and 
speaking Spanish. This is possible thanks to an agreement between the EICTV and the FICG.

3. Registration for any of the items is done only electronically through the website: 
https://www.berlinale-talents.de/bt/guadalajara/ap/info/index where it is necessary to create your 
electronic pro�le, which is generated by completing and attaching the required documentation 
described below and where you have to choose The professional �eld that you focus on most 
professionally:

A. Registration form. It must be answered completely, without omitting any requested �eld, 
specifying the �eld towards which you are oriented (acting, �lm criticism, direction, 
animation, cinematography, sound design, script or production).

B. Biography and personal review (each writing), which brie�y explains your career in the 
medium. The biography should describe your professional development in the medium and 
the review should reveal the style that characterizes you and your speci�c interests in cinema.

1. For ACTORS, DIRECTORS, ANIMATORS, CINEMATOGRAPHERS, SOUND 
DESIGNERS, SCREENWRITERS AND PRODUCERS: Upload to your pro�le a demo of 
a maximum of 3 minutes in length that endorses and supports your audiovisual 
experience, which can be a short �lm, a fragment or a series of clips from several jobs 
in which you have participated directly in the professional �eld you are choosing.

2. IMPORTANT: Music videos (videoclips) or showreels with dizzying editions of several 
di�erent works and/or music imposed on the image that make it di�cult to assess 
your talent will not be taken into account. The demo should be, on the contrary, a 
sample of your ability to tell and create stories, depending on the category you sign 
up for.

3. SCREENWRITERS must upload to their pro�le -in addition to the demo explained 
in B1- an excerpt from a script of their authorship, whether short or feature �lm, 
that endorses their talent as such. Maximum 5 pages, plus an extra one as a cover 
with the �le and synopsis of said script, in .pdf format.

4. Those interested in FILM CRITICISM should not upload a demo to their pro�le. 
However, they must include 3 �les in .pdf format of �lm reviews or cultural 
journalism articles of their authorship, which have been published in a printed 
medium and, in addition, 3 links to websites where their work published in 
electronic media can be read. (Applicant's personal blogs are also allowed).

C. A passport-type photograph (that clearly shows your face from the front) in color and on a 
white background, which will be used for accreditation and the catalog, in electronic format 
.jpg 300dpi.

D. Explicar los motivos por los cuales consideras valiosa tu participación en el Talents 
Guadalajara.

1. Incomplete applications or applications that have closed their pro�le after the 
registration period has expired will not be considered.

2. Applications that mislead about their nationality will not be considered.
3. For more information write to: talents.gdl@ficg.mx
4. Applications from those selected for previous editions of Talents Guadalajara will 

not be accepted, with the exception of producers or directors who register for the 
Talent Project Market, who will be selected based on the project presented.

HOW IS THE SELECTION MADE?
Up to 35 applications will be chosen to participate in Talents Guadalajara. The selection of the participants 
will be ruled by the Selection Committee, of which the names of the members will be announced once the 
results are published.

The Committee will evaluate the quality, proposal and experience in the audiovisual production of the 
interested parties. In addition, it will seek to select as far as possible a heterogeneous group of �elds and 
nationalities.

Talents Guadalajara has a limited space, so the refusal to participate does not determine the lack of quality 
in the application submitted.

DATES AND RESULTS
The Talents Guadalajara 2023 call opens on Friday, March 3 and closes on Friday, April 7, 2023. The results 
will be announced on Monday, April 24, 2023, via email to those interested and through the publication of 
the list. on the FICG website.

THOSE SELECTED MUST CONFIRM THEIR ATTENDANCE BEFORE MAY 5, 2023, OTHERWISE, THEIR PARTICIPATION WILL BE 
CANCELED.

  The FICG will provide free registration, the possibility of accommodation, breakfast and lunch for those 
selected, and accreditation to the FICG38.

In case of being selected, Talents Guadalajara refrains from supporting the visa management to enter 
Mexico, only a letter can be provided via email in which the interested party is accredited as selected to 
participate in Talents Guadalajara 2023.

The interested party must carry out the corresponding procedures in their country of origin or residence 
in person. Talents Guadalajara and FICG will in no case bear the expenses generated by said procedure.

IMPORTANT: Any unforeseen situation or changes in the points indicated in this call will be resolved by the 
organizing committee of the FICG.

CONDITIONS OF PARTICIPATION
 1. The General Management of the FICG will be the one who resolves any matter not provided for 

in this call. These cases will be evaluated by management and those responsible for the area 
involved.

2. Registration and participation in the project implies acceptance of this Call. Failure to comply 
with one or more of the requirements and/or conditions may imply the cancellation of 
participation in the FICG or the disquali�cation of the project.

3. FICG has a zero-tolerance policy for cases of disrespect, harassment, or situations that endanger 
the integrity of guests in general, the organizing committee, the public, and volunteers.

 4. FICG reserves the right to make changes to this call.
5. The projects that accept the invitation will receive the documentation that de�nes the rights and 

conditions of the bene�ts granted by the FICG, in case they have any.
6. The FICG will not provide additional prerogatives to the participants.
7. Those registered, under oath to tell the truth; They accredit themselves as the authors of the 

work and holders of the moral and patrimonial rights of the same. Similarly, they ensure that they 
have the permissions and rights to reproduce texts, works, music and other materials subject to 
intellectual property and copyright laws used in the registered project. The �lmmakers 
undertake to demarcate the Board of Trustees of the Guadalajara International Film Festival, 
A.C. and the University of Guadalajara from any liability in the event of a possible claim regarding 
intellectual property and copyright that may arise from any of the participating �lms, by third 
parties.

For more information or questions, write to: talents.gdl@ficg.mx

PRIVACY NOTICE: The Guadalajara International Film Festival, with address Avenida Periférico Norte 1695, Rinconada de Azalea, Zapopan, Mexico; will 

use your personal data collected for: all the points described in this call and in the same way will protect the projects for documentation purposes. For 

more information about the treatment and the rights that you can assert, you can access the comprehensive privacy notice through the following link 

https://ficg.mx/es/avisos
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animated shorts and features in various techniques, of great quality and creative skill.
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its creators: Talent Motion Studio, in which directors who work in this genre are invited from the call.

Upon being selected, they will be able to participate in a personalized consultancy program for their 
animation projects at the door, in addition to other activities of their interest, such as a Master Class and 
Dialogue Tables where internationally recognized animators participate, as part of the general program of 
Talents Guadalajara activities.

If you work mostly in the animation genre and want to participate, you just have to �ll out the Talents 
Guadalajara form in a general way, indicating that you participate as an Animator.

REQUIREMENTS AND DOCUMENTATION
1. Citizens and residents of Mexico, Central America and the Caribbean (not including Colombia or 

Venezuela) who are dedicated to cinematography professionally or in advanced training in any of the 
following areas can participate: acting (with experience in cinematographic or audiovisual 
productions), �lm criticism (communication specialists or journalists specialized in the �eld), direction, 
animation director, cinematographers, sound design (musicians and sound engineers who work on the 
creation of the sound concept of a �lm or short �lm), script and/or production.

2. Citizens of other nationalities may also participate, only in the case of having residence documents or 
second nationality from a country in the region invited, or in case of having studied �lm at the San Antonio 
de los Baños Film School EICTV (Cuba) with a maximum period of 5 years after having graduated and 
speaking Spanish. This is possible thanks to an agreement between the EICTV and the FICG.

3. Registration for any of the items is done only electronically through the website: 
https://www.berlinale-talents.de/bt/guadalajara/ap/info/index where it is necessary to create your 
electronic pro�le, which is generated by completing and attaching the required documentation 
described below and where you have to choose The professional �eld that you focus on most 
professionally:

A. Registration form. It must be answered completely, without omitting any requested �eld, 
specifying the �eld towards which you are oriented (acting, �lm criticism, direction, 
animation, cinematography, sound design, script or production).

B. Biography and personal review (each writing), which brie�y explains your career in the 
medium. The biography should describe your professional development in the medium and 
the review should reveal the style that characterizes you and your speci�c interests in cinema.

1. For ACTORS, DIRECTORS, ANIMATORS, CINEMATOGRAPHERS, SOUND 
DESIGNERS, SCREENWRITERS AND PRODUCERS: Upload to your pro�le a demo of 
a maximum of 3 minutes in length that endorses and supports your audiovisual 
experience, which can be a short �lm, a fragment or a series of clips from several jobs 
in which you have participated directly in the professional �eld you are choosing.

2. IMPORTANT: Music videos (videoclips) or showreels with dizzying editions of several 
di�erent works and/or music imposed on the image that make it di�cult to assess 
your talent will not be taken into account. The demo should be, on the contrary, a 
sample of your ability to tell and create stories, depending on the category you sign 
up for.

3. SCREENWRITERS must upload to their pro�le -in addition to the demo explained 
in B1- an excerpt from a script of their authorship, whether short or feature �lm, 
that endorses their talent as such. Maximum 5 pages, plus an extra one as a cover 
with the �le and synopsis of said script, in .pdf format.

4. Those interested in FILM CRITICISM should not upload a demo to their pro�le. 
However, they must include 3 �les in .pdf format of �lm reviews or cultural 
journalism articles of their authorship, which have been published in a printed 
medium and, in addition, 3 links to websites where their work published in 
electronic media can be read. (Applicant's personal blogs are also allowed).

C. A passport-type photograph (that clearly shows your face from the front) in color and on a 
white background, which will be used for accreditation and the catalog, in electronic format 
.jpg 300dpi.

D. Explicar los motivos por los cuales consideras valiosa tu participación en el Talents 
Guadalajara.

1. Incomplete applications or applications that have closed their pro�le after the 
registration period has expired will not be considered.

2. Applications that mislead about their nationality will not be considered.
3. For more information write to: talents.gdl@ficg.mx
4. Applications from those selected for previous editions of Talents Guadalajara will 

not be accepted, with the exception of producers or directors who register for the 
Talent Project Market, who will be selected based on the project presented.

HOW IS THE SELECTION MADE?
Up to 35 applications will be chosen to participate in Talents Guadalajara. The selection of the participants 
will be ruled by the Selection Committee, of which the names of the members will be announced once the 
results are published.

The Committee will evaluate the quality, proposal and experience in the audiovisual production of the 
interested parties. In addition, it will seek to select as far as possible a heterogeneous group of �elds and 
nationalities.

Talents Guadalajara has a limited space, so the refusal to participate does not determine the lack of quality 
in the application submitted.

DATES AND RESULTS
The Talents Guadalajara 2023 call opens on Friday, March 3 and closes on Friday, April 7, 2023. The results 
will be announced on Monday, April 24, 2023, via email to those interested and through the publication of 
the list. on the FICG website.

THOSE SELECTED MUST CONFIRM THEIR ATTENDANCE BEFORE MAY 5, 2023, OTHERWISE, THEIR PARTICIPATION WILL BE 
CANCELED.

  The FICG will provide free registration, the possibility of accommodation, breakfast and lunch for those 
selected, and accreditation to the FICG38.

In case of being selected, Talents Guadalajara refrains from supporting the visa management to enter 
Mexico, only a letter can be provided via email in which the interested party is accredited as selected to 
participate in Talents Guadalajara 2023.

The interested party must carry out the corresponding procedures in their country of origin or residence 
in person. Talents Guadalajara and FICG will in no case bear the expenses generated by said procedure.

IMPORTANT: Any unforeseen situation or changes in the points indicated in this call will be resolved by the 
organizing committee of the FICG.

CONDITIONS OF PARTICIPATION
 1. The General Management of the FICG will be the one who resolves any matter not provided for 

in this call. These cases will be evaluated by management and those responsible for the area 
involved.

2. Registration and participation in the project implies acceptance of this Call. Failure to comply 
with one or more of the requirements and/or conditions may imply the cancellation of 
participation in the FICG or the disquali�cation of the project.

3. FICG has a zero-tolerance policy for cases of disrespect, harassment, or situations that endanger 
the integrity of guests in general, the organizing committee, the public, and volunteers.

 4. FICG reserves the right to make changes to this call.
5. The projects that accept the invitation will receive the documentation that de�nes the rights and 

conditions of the bene�ts granted by the FICG, in case they have any.
6. The FICG will not provide additional prerogatives to the participants.
7. Those registered, under oath to tell the truth; They accredit themselves as the authors of the 

work and holders of the moral and patrimonial rights of the same. Similarly, they ensure that they 
have the permissions and rights to reproduce texts, works, music and other materials subject to 
intellectual property and copyright laws used in the registered project. The �lmmakers 
undertake to demarcate the Board of Trustees of the Guadalajara International Film Festival, 
A.C. and the University of Guadalajara from any liability in the event of a possible claim regarding 
intellectual property and copyright that may arise from any of the participating �lms, by third 
parties.

For more information or questions, write to: talents.gdl@ficg.mx

PRIVACY NOTICE: The Guadalajara International Film Festival, with address Avenida Periférico Norte 1695, Rinconada de Azalea, Zapopan, Mexico; will 

use your personal data collected for: all the points described in this call and in the same way will protect the projects for documentation purposes. For 

more information about the treatment and the rights that you can assert, you can access the comprehensive privacy notice through the following link 

https://ficg.mx/es/avisos
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journalists specialized in the �eld), directors, animators, cinematographers, sound designers (musicians 
and sound engineers who work on the creation of the sound concept for a �lm or short �lm), scriptwriters 
and Producers, who have work already done (at least two short �lms that have been selected in a festival) 
that supports their experience as department heads of the �eld to which they are registered.

Talents Guadalajara opens its call only to citizens or residents of Mexico, Central America or the Caribbean 
(excluding Colombia and Venezuela) because the South American region is covered by Talents Buenos 
Aires that takes place in Argentina.

To participate in the Talents Guadalajara there is no age restriction, the important thing is the talent that 
is demonstrated in the selected �eld, when uploading all the information to the pro�le created online. 
However, if they are minors, a letter of authorization written and signed by the responsible guardians of 
the participant must be attached to the application.

Applications from those who have been selected for previous editions of Talents Guadalajara will not be 
accepted, with the exception of PRODUCERS or DIRECTORS who register for the Talent Project Market 
(see information below) who will be selected based on the project presented, or Entertainers who sign up 
for the Talent Motion Studio.

HOW CAN I PARTICIPATE IN TALENTS GUADALAJARA?
To attend the Talents Guadalajara in any of its modalities (as an emerging �lmmaker or actor, as a journalist 
specializing in �lm criticism at Talent Press Guadalajara or as a producer or director with a project at the 
Talent Project Market or as an animator for the Talent Motion Studio) it is necessary to create your electronic 
pro�le (access the link https://www.berlinale-talents.de/bt/guadalajara/ap/info/index) by completing the 
registration form, for more information, go to the page www.�cg.mx in the FICG Industry section.

In this form you are asked for your personal data, information about your experience in �lm media and a 
3-minute clip (demo) that re�ects your experience and, above all, your creative potential (demo does not 
apply in the case of �lm critics). . Scriptwriters and critics must also upload extra written material, in pdf 
format.

The entire registration process is done online. Team applications are not accepted, only individual.

To participate in the Talents Guadalajara it is essential to speak Spanish and have an intermediate or 
advanced level of English.

TALENT PRESS GUADALAJARA. A space for film criticism
Talent Press Guadalajara is an intensive training in �lm criticism presented in the Talents Guadalajara 
program of activities, within the framework of the Guadalajara International Film Festival and with the 
support of the International Federation of Film Critics FIPRESCI. 

Selected by a specialist jury in the �eld, the participants are invited to the festival to see and review �lms 
screened at it, under the tutelage of renowned �lm critics who serve as their mentors and who share their 
impressions and points of view on the written material.

 Those selected for the Talent Press Guadalajara will have as a daily task the realization of a critique of a 
feature �lm screened at the FICG, which is exposed and discussed with colleagues and mentors and, once 
approved, is published.

TALENT PROJECT MARKET. Your project to the industry
Talents Guadalajara, in collaboration with the XIX Coproduction Market of Guadalajara International Film 
Festival opens the call to participate in the Talent Project Market, a professional pitching experience for  
feature �lm projects (documentary or �ction) in development. 
Participants will receive an intensive pitching workshop, which will form part of the Talents Guadalajara 
activities program, to later present their project to representatives of the international �lm industry 
attending FICG. This hands-on pitching experience o�ers participants the chance to get producers and 
co-producers for their �lms.

The call is open to PRODUCERS and DIRECTORS who have a feature �lm project (documentary or �ction) 
that has not yet been �lmed (in the development stage) with a �nished script and ready to be presented to 
possible co-producers (production folder in Spanish and English: subscribed producer and director 
(bio-�lmography of each one), short and long synopsis, budget, provisional �nancing plan, current status of 
the project (with at least 20% �nancing obtained) and letter of intent of the director). In addition to having 
audiovisual material to show: project teaser or trailer with existing project material; or, failing that, a demo 
of the director with his previous works.
To participate, it is an essential requirement to speak �uently English, since a large part of the 
appointments are agreed with international co-producers.

If you meet the requirements and are interested in participating, you must complete your pro�le as 
indicated in the general call to participate. Once your pro�le is complete, you will be asked to upload your 
feature �lm project in .pdf format for evaluation.

The selection committee made up of producers and directors who are experts in the �eld, will choose up 
to 6 projects, their theme and viability for an international co-production will be evaluated.

TALENT MOTION STUDIO. A studio for animation
Guadalajara has been internationally recognized as a city where �lmmakers are interested in and produce 
animated shorts and features in various techniques, of great quality and creative skill.
For this reason, Talents Guadalajara presents a special section in its program dedicated to animation and 
its creators: Talent Motion Studio, in which directors who work in this genre are invited from the call.

Upon being selected, they will be able to participate in a personalized consultancy program for their 
animation projects at the door, in addition to other activities of their interest, such as a Master Class and 
Dialogue Tables where internationally recognized animators participate, as part of the general program of 
Talents Guadalajara activities.

If you work mostly in the animation genre and want to participate, you just have to �ll out the Talents 
Guadalajara form in a general way, indicating that you participate as an Animator.

REQUIREMENTS AND DOCUMENTATION
1. Citizens and residents of Mexico, Central America and the Caribbean (not including Colombia or 

Venezuela) who are dedicated to cinematography professionally or in advanced training in any of the 
following areas can participate: acting (with experience in cinematographic or audiovisual 
productions), �lm criticism (communication specialists or journalists specialized in the �eld), direction, 
animation director, cinematographers, sound design (musicians and sound engineers who work on the 
creation of the sound concept of a �lm or short �lm), script and/or production.

2. Citizens of other nationalities may also participate, only in the case of having residence documents or 
second nationality from a country in the region invited, or in case of having studied �lm at the San Antonio 
de los Baños Film School EICTV (Cuba) with a maximum period of 5 years after having graduated and 
speaking Spanish. This is possible thanks to an agreement between the EICTV and the FICG.

3. Registration for any of the items is done only electronically through the website: 
https://www.berlinale-talents.de/bt/guadalajara/ap/info/index where it is necessary to create your 
electronic pro�le, which is generated by completing and attaching the required documentation 
described below and where you have to choose The professional �eld that you focus on most 
professionally:

A. Registration form. It must be answered completely, without omitting any requested �eld, 
specifying the �eld towards which you are oriented (acting, �lm criticism, direction, 
animation, cinematography, sound design, script or production).

B. Biography and personal review (each writing), which brie�y explains your career in the 
medium. The biography should describe your professional development in the medium and 
the review should reveal the style that characterizes you and your speci�c interests in cinema.

1. For ACTORS, DIRECTORS, ANIMATORS, CINEMATOGRAPHERS, SOUND 
DESIGNERS, SCREENWRITERS AND PRODUCERS: Upload to your pro�le a demo of 
a maximum of 3 minutes in length that endorses and supports your audiovisual 
experience, which can be a short �lm, a fragment or a series of clips from several jobs 
in which you have participated directly in the professional �eld you are choosing.

2. IMPORTANT: Music videos (videoclips) or showreels with dizzying editions of several 
di�erent works and/or music imposed on the image that make it di�cult to assess 
your talent will not be taken into account. The demo should be, on the contrary, a 
sample of your ability to tell and create stories, depending on the category you sign 
up for.

3. SCREENWRITERS must upload to their pro�le -in addition to the demo explained 
in B1- an excerpt from a script of their authorship, whether short or feature �lm, 
that endorses their talent as such. Maximum 5 pages, plus an extra one as a cover 
with the �le and synopsis of said script, in .pdf format.

4. Those interested in FILM CRITICISM should not upload a demo to their pro�le. 
However, they must include 3 �les in .pdf format of �lm reviews or cultural 
journalism articles of their authorship, which have been published in a printed 
medium and, in addition, 3 links to websites where their work published in 
electronic media can be read. (Applicant's personal blogs are also allowed).

C. A passport-type photograph (that clearly shows your face from the front) in color and on a 
white background, which will be used for accreditation and the catalog, in electronic format 
.jpg 300dpi.

D. Explicar los motivos por los cuales consideras valiosa tu participación en el Talents 
Guadalajara.

1. Incomplete applications or applications that have closed their pro�le after the 
registration period has expired will not be considered.

2. Applications that mislead about their nationality will not be considered.
3. For more information write to: talents.gdl@ficg.mx
4. Applications from those selected for previous editions of Talents Guadalajara will 

not be accepted, with the exception of producers or directors who register for the 
Talent Project Market, who will be selected based on the project presented.

HOW IS THE SELECTION MADE?
Up to 35 applications will be chosen to participate in Talents Guadalajara. The selection of the participants 
will be ruled by the Selection Committee, of which the names of the members will be announced once the 
results are published.

The Committee will evaluate the quality, proposal and experience in the audiovisual production of the 
interested parties. In addition, it will seek to select as far as possible a heterogeneous group of �elds and 
nationalities.

Talents Guadalajara has a limited space, so the refusal to participate does not determine the lack of quality 
in the application submitted.

DATES AND RESULTS
The Talents Guadalajara 2023 call opens on Friday, March 3 and closes on Friday, April 7, 2023. The results 
will be announced on Monday, April 24, 2023, via email to those interested and through the publication of 
the list. on the FICG website.

THOSE SELECTED MUST CONFIRM THEIR ATTENDANCE BEFORE MAY 5, 2023, OTHERWISE, THEIR PARTICIPATION WILL BE 
CANCELED.

  The FICG will provide free registration, the possibility of accommodation, breakfast and lunch for those 
selected, and accreditation to the FICG38.

In case of being selected, Talents Guadalajara refrains from supporting the visa management to enter 
Mexico, only a letter can be provided via email in which the interested party is accredited as selected to 
participate in Talents Guadalajara 2023.

The interested party must carry out the corresponding procedures in their country of origin or residence 
in person. Talents Guadalajara and FICG will in no case bear the expenses generated by said procedure.

IMPORTANT: Any unforeseen situation or changes in the points indicated in this call will be resolved by the 
organizing committee of the FICG.

CONDITIONS OF PARTICIPATION
 1. The General Management of the FICG will be the one who resolves any matter not provided for 

in this call. These cases will be evaluated by management and those responsible for the area 
involved.

2. Registration and participation in the project implies acceptance of this Call. Failure to comply 
with one or more of the requirements and/or conditions may imply the cancellation of 
participation in the FICG or the disquali�cation of the project.

3. FICG has a zero-tolerance policy for cases of disrespect, harassment, or situations that endanger 
the integrity of guests in general, the organizing committee, the public, and volunteers.

 4. FICG reserves the right to make changes to this call.
5. The projects that accept the invitation will receive the documentation that de�nes the rights and 

conditions of the bene�ts granted by the FICG, in case they have any.
6. The FICG will not provide additional prerogatives to the participants.
7. Those registered, under oath to tell the truth; They accredit themselves as the authors of the 

work and holders of the moral and patrimonial rights of the same. Similarly, they ensure that they 
have the permissions and rights to reproduce texts, works, music and other materials subject to 
intellectual property and copyright laws used in the registered project. The �lmmakers 
undertake to demarcate the Board of Trustees of the Guadalajara International Film Festival, 
A.C. and the University of Guadalajara from any liability in the event of a possible claim regarding 
intellectual property and copyright that may arise from any of the participating �lms, by third 
parties.

For more information or questions, write to: talents.gdl@ficg.mx

PRIVACY NOTICE: The Guadalajara International Film Festival, with address Avenida Periférico Norte 1695, Rinconada de Azalea, Zapopan, Mexico; will 

use your personal data collected for: all the points described in this call and in the same way will protect the projects for documentation purposes. For 

more information about the treatment and the rights that you can assert, you can access the comprehensive privacy notice through the following link 

https://ficg.mx/es/avisos



The Guadalajara International Film Festival (FICG38) in collaboration with the Berlinale Talents of the 
Berlin International Film Festival, the Goethe-Institut Mexico and the support of the San Antonio de los 
Baños Film School EICTV and the International Federation of Critics Cinematographic FIPRESCI, present 
the �fteenth call to participate in the Talents Guadalajara 2023.

GDL TALENTS
XV: THE REVOLUTION OF JOY

It is summoned to:

Actors
Film Critics (Communicologists and journalists)
Directors
Animators
Cinematographers
Sound Designers
Screenwriters
Producers

from Mexico, Central America and the Caribbean (not including Colombia or Venezuela) may register for 
the �fteenth �lm improvement meeting to be held from June 2 to 6, 2023, under the framework of the 
Guadalajara International Film Festival , in its 38th edition (FICG38).

Talents Guadalajara 2023 is an intensive cinematographic meeting in which the next generation of 
�lmmakers, actors and �lm critics from the region share ideas and develop projects hand in hand with 
renowned experts in world cinematography.

WHO CAN PARTICIPATE?
The following can participate in Talents Guadalajara: actors, �lm critics (communication specialists or 
journalists specialized in the �eld), directors, animators, cinematographers, sound designers (musicians 
and sound engineers who work on the creation of the sound concept for a �lm or short �lm), scriptwriters 
and Producers, who have work already done (at least two short �lms that have been selected in a festival) 
that supports their experience as department heads of the �eld to which they are registered.

Talents Guadalajara opens its call only to citizens or residents of Mexico, Central America or the Caribbean 
(excluding Colombia and Venezuela) because the South American region is covered by Talents Buenos 
Aires that takes place in Argentina.

To participate in the Talents Guadalajara there is no age restriction, the important thing is the talent that 
is demonstrated in the selected �eld, when uploading all the information to the pro�le created online. 
However, if they are minors, a letter of authorization written and signed by the responsible guardians of 
the participant must be attached to the application.

Applications from those who have been selected for previous editions of Talents Guadalajara will not be 
accepted, with the exception of PRODUCERS or DIRECTORS who register for the Talent Project Market 
(see information below) who will be selected based on the project presented, or Entertainers who sign up 
for the Talent Motion Studio.

HOW CAN I PARTICIPATE IN TALENTS GUADALAJARA?
To attend the Talents Guadalajara in any of its modalities (as an emerging �lmmaker or actor, as a journalist 
specializing in �lm criticism at Talent Press Guadalajara or as a producer or director with a project at the 
Talent Project Market or as an animator for the Talent Motion Studio) it is necessary to create your electronic 
pro�le (access the link https://www.berlinale-talents.de/bt/guadalajara/ap/info/index) by completing the 
registration form, for more information, go to the page www.�cg.mx in the FICG Industry section.

In this form you are asked for your personal data, information about your experience in �lm media and a 
3-minute clip (demo) that re�ects your experience and, above all, your creative potential (demo does not 
apply in the case of �lm critics). . Scriptwriters and critics must also upload extra written material, in pdf 
format.

The entire registration process is done online. Team applications are not accepted, only individual.

To participate in the Talents Guadalajara it is essential to speak Spanish and have an intermediate or 
advanced level of English.

TALENT PRESS GUADALAJARA. A space for film criticism
Talent Press Guadalajara is an intensive training in �lm criticism presented in the Talents Guadalajara 
program of activities, within the framework of the Guadalajara International Film Festival and with the 
support of the International Federation of Film Critics FIPRESCI. 

Selected by a specialist jury in the �eld, the participants are invited to the festival to see and review �lms 
screened at it, under the tutelage of renowned �lm critics who serve as their mentors and who share their 
impressions and points of view on the written material.

 Those selected for the Talent Press Guadalajara will have as a daily task the realization of a critique of a 
feature �lm screened at the FICG, which is exposed and discussed with colleagues and mentors and, once 
approved, is published.

TALENT PROJECT MARKET. Your project to the industry
Talents Guadalajara, in collaboration with the XIX Coproduction Market of Guadalajara International Film 
Festival opens the call to participate in the Talent Project Market, a professional pitching experience for  
feature �lm projects (documentary or �ction) in development. 
Participants will receive an intensive pitching workshop, which will form part of the Talents Guadalajara 
activities program, to later present their project to representatives of the international �lm industry 
attending FICG. This hands-on pitching experience o�ers participants the chance to get producers and 
co-producers for their �lms.

The call is open to PRODUCERS and DIRECTORS who have a feature �lm project (documentary or �ction) 
that has not yet been �lmed (in the development stage) with a �nished script and ready to be presented to 
possible co-producers (production folder in Spanish and English: subscribed producer and director 
(bio-�lmography of each one), short and long synopsis, budget, provisional �nancing plan, current status of 
the project (with at least 20% �nancing obtained) and letter of intent of the director). In addition to having 
audiovisual material to show: project teaser or trailer with existing project material; or, failing that, a demo 
of the director with his previous works.
To participate, it is an essential requirement to speak �uently English, since a large part of the 
appointments are agreed with international co-producers.

If you meet the requirements and are interested in participating, you must complete your pro�le as 
indicated in the general call to participate. Once your pro�le is complete, you will be asked to upload your 
feature �lm project in .pdf format for evaluation.

The selection committee made up of producers and directors who are experts in the �eld, will choose up 
to 6 projects, their theme and viability for an international co-production will be evaluated.

TALENT MOTION STUDIO. A studio for animation
Guadalajara has been internationally recognized as a city where �lmmakers are interested in and produce 
animated shorts and features in various techniques, of great quality and creative skill.
For this reason, Talents Guadalajara presents a special section in its program dedicated to animation and 
its creators: Talent Motion Studio, in which directors who work in this genre are invited from the call.

Upon being selected, they will be able to participate in a personalized consultancy program for their 
animation projects at the door, in addition to other activities of their interest, such as a Master Class and 
Dialogue Tables where internationally recognized animators participate, as part of the general program of 
Talents Guadalajara activities.

If you work mostly in the animation genre and want to participate, you just have to �ll out the Talents 
Guadalajara form in a general way, indicating that you participate as an Animator.

REQUIREMENTS AND DOCUMENTATION
1. Citizens and residents of Mexico, Central America and the Caribbean (not including Colombia or 

Venezuela) who are dedicated to cinematography professionally or in advanced training in any of the 
following areas can participate: acting (with experience in cinematographic or audiovisual 
productions), �lm criticism (communication specialists or journalists specialized in the �eld), direction, 
animation director, cinematographers, sound design (musicians and sound engineers who work on the 
creation of the sound concept of a �lm or short �lm), script and/or production.

2. Citizens of other nationalities may also participate, only in the case of having residence documents or 
second nationality from a country in the region invited, or in case of having studied �lm at the San Antonio 
de los Baños Film School EICTV (Cuba) with a maximum period of 5 years after having graduated and 
speaking Spanish. This is possible thanks to an agreement between the EICTV and the FICG.

3. Registration for any of the items is done only electronically through the website: 
https://www.berlinale-talents.de/bt/guadalajara/ap/info/index where it is necessary to create your 
electronic pro�le, which is generated by completing and attaching the required documentation 
described below and where you have to choose The professional �eld that you focus on most 
professionally:

A. Registration form. It must be answered completely, without omitting any requested �eld, 
specifying the �eld towards which you are oriented (acting, �lm criticism, direction, 
animation, cinematography, sound design, script or production).

B. Biography and personal review (each writing), which brie�y explains your career in the 
medium. The biography should describe your professional development in the medium and 
the review should reveal the style that characterizes you and your speci�c interests in cinema.

1. For ACTORS, DIRECTORS, ANIMATORS, CINEMATOGRAPHERS, SOUND 
DESIGNERS, SCREENWRITERS AND PRODUCERS: Upload to your pro�le a demo of 
a maximum of 3 minutes in length that endorses and supports your audiovisual 
experience, which can be a short �lm, a fragment or a series of clips from several jobs 
in which you have participated directly in the professional �eld you are choosing.

2. IMPORTANT: Music videos (videoclips) or showreels with dizzying editions of several 
di�erent works and/or music imposed on the image that make it di�cult to assess 
your talent will not be taken into account. The demo should be, on the contrary, a 
sample of your ability to tell and create stories, depending on the category you sign 
up for.

3. SCREENWRITERS must upload to their pro�le -in addition to the demo explained 
in B1- an excerpt from a script of their authorship, whether short or feature �lm, 
that endorses their talent as such. Maximum 5 pages, plus an extra one as a cover 
with the �le and synopsis of said script, in .pdf format.

4. Those interested in FILM CRITICISM should not upload a demo to their pro�le. 
However, they must include 3 �les in .pdf format of �lm reviews or cultural 
journalism articles of their authorship, which have been published in a printed 
medium and, in addition, 3 links to websites where their work published in 
electronic media can be read. (Applicant's personal blogs are also allowed).

C. A passport-type photograph (that clearly shows your face from the front) in color and on a 
white background, which will be used for accreditation and the catalog, in electronic format 
.jpg 300dpi.

D. Explicar los motivos por los cuales consideras valiosa tu participación en el Talents 
Guadalajara.

1. Incomplete applications or applications that have closed their pro�le after the 
registration period has expired will not be considered.

2. Applications that mislead about their nationality will not be considered.
3. For more information write to: talents.gdl@ficg.mx
4. Applications from those selected for previous editions of Talents Guadalajara will 

not be accepted, with the exception of producers or directors who register for the 
Talent Project Market, who will be selected based on the project presented.

HOW IS THE SELECTION MADE?
Up to 35 applications will be chosen to participate in Talents Guadalajara. The selection of the participants 
will be ruled by the Selection Committee, of which the names of the members will be announced once the 
results are published.

The Committee will evaluate the quality, proposal and experience in the audiovisual production of the 
interested parties. In addition, it will seek to select as far as possible a heterogeneous group of �elds and 
nationalities.

Talents Guadalajara has a limited space, so the refusal to participate does not determine the lack of quality 
in the application submitted.

DATES AND RESULTS
The Talents Guadalajara 2023 call opens on Friday, March 3 and closes on Friday, April 7, 2023. The results 
will be announced on Monday, April 24, 2023, via email to those interested and through the publication of 
the list. on the FICG website.

THOSE SELECTED MUST CONFIRM THEIR ATTENDANCE BEFORE MAY 5, 2023, OTHERWISE, THEIR PARTICIPATION WILL BE 
CANCELED.

  The FICG will provide free registration, the possibility of accommodation, breakfast and lunch for those 
selected, and accreditation to the FICG38.

In case of being selected, Talents Guadalajara refrains from supporting the visa management to enter 
Mexico, only a letter can be provided via email in which the interested party is accredited as selected to 
participate in Talents Guadalajara 2023.

The interested party must carry out the corresponding procedures in their country of origin or residence 
in person. Talents Guadalajara and FICG will in no case bear the expenses generated by said procedure.

IMPORTANT: Any unforeseen situation or changes in the points indicated in this call will be resolved by the 
organizing committee of the FICG.

CONDITIONS OF PARTICIPATION
 1. The General Management of the FICG will be the one who resolves any matter not provided for 

in this call. These cases will be evaluated by management and those responsible for the area 
involved.

2. Registration and participation in the project implies acceptance of this Call. Failure to comply 
with one or more of the requirements and/or conditions may imply the cancellation of 
participation in the FICG or the disquali�cation of the project.

3. FICG has a zero-tolerance policy for cases of disrespect, harassment, or situations that endanger 
the integrity of guests in general, the organizing committee, the public, and volunteers.

 4. FICG reserves the right to make changes to this call.
5. The projects that accept the invitation will receive the documentation that de�nes the rights and 

conditions of the bene�ts granted by the FICG, in case they have any.
6. The FICG will not provide additional prerogatives to the participants.
7. Those registered, under oath to tell the truth; They accredit themselves as the authors of the 

work and holders of the moral and patrimonial rights of the same. Similarly, they ensure that they 
have the permissions and rights to reproduce texts, works, music and other materials subject to 
intellectual property and copyright laws used in the registered project. The �lmmakers 
undertake to demarcate the Board of Trustees of the Guadalajara International Film Festival, 
A.C. and the University of Guadalajara from any liability in the event of a possible claim regarding 
intellectual property and copyright that may arise from any of the participating �lms, by third 
parties.

For more information or questions, write to: talents.gdl@ficg.mx

PRIVACY NOTICE: The Guadalajara International Film Festival, with address Avenida Periférico Norte 1695, Rinconada de Azalea, Zapopan, Mexico; will 

use your personal data collected for: all the points described in this call and in the same way will protect the projects for documentation purposes. For 

more information about the treatment and the rights that you can assert, you can access the comprehensive privacy notice through the following link 

https://ficg.mx/es/avisos



The Guadalajara International Film Festival (FICG38) in collaboration with the Berlinale Talents of the 
Berlin International Film Festival, the Goethe-Institut Mexico and the support of the San Antonio de los 
Baños Film School EICTV and the International Federation of Critics Cinematographic FIPRESCI, present 
the �fteenth call to participate in the Talents Guadalajara 2023.

GDL TALENTS
XV: THE REVOLUTION OF JOY

It is summoned to:

Actors
Film Critics (Communicologists and journalists)
Directors
Animators
Cinematographers
Sound Designers
Screenwriters
Producers

from Mexico, Central America and the Caribbean (not including Colombia or Venezuela) may register for 
the �fteenth �lm improvement meeting to be held from June 2 to 6, 2023, under the framework of the 
Guadalajara International Film Festival , in its 38th edition (FICG38).

Talents Guadalajara 2023 is an intensive cinematographic meeting in which the next generation of 
�lmmakers, actors and �lm critics from the region share ideas and develop projects hand in hand with 
renowned experts in world cinematography.

WHO CAN PARTICIPATE?
The following can participate in Talents Guadalajara: actors, �lm critics (communication specialists or 
journalists specialized in the �eld), directors, animators, cinematographers, sound designers (musicians 
and sound engineers who work on the creation of the sound concept for a �lm or short �lm), scriptwriters 
and Producers, who have work already done (at least two short �lms that have been selected in a festival) 
that supports their experience as department heads of the �eld to which they are registered.

Talents Guadalajara opens its call only to citizens or residents of Mexico, Central America or the Caribbean 
(excluding Colombia and Venezuela) because the South American region is covered by Talents Buenos 
Aires that takes place in Argentina.

To participate in the Talents Guadalajara there is no age restriction, the important thing is the talent that 
is demonstrated in the selected �eld, when uploading all the information to the pro�le created online. 
However, if they are minors, a letter of authorization written and signed by the responsible guardians of 
the participant must be attached to the application.

Applications from those who have been selected for previous editions of Talents Guadalajara will not be 
accepted, with the exception of PRODUCERS or DIRECTORS who register for the Talent Project Market 
(see information below) who will be selected based on the project presented, or Entertainers who sign up 
for the Talent Motion Studio.

HOW CAN I PARTICIPATE IN TALENTS GUADALAJARA?
To attend the Talents Guadalajara in any of its modalities (as an emerging �lmmaker or actor, as a journalist 
specializing in �lm criticism at Talent Press Guadalajara or as a producer or director with a project at the 
Talent Project Market or as an animator for the Talent Motion Studio) it is necessary to create your electronic 
pro�le (access the link https://www.berlinale-talents.de/bt/guadalajara/ap/info/index) by completing the 
registration form, for more information, go to the page www.�cg.mx in the FICG Industry section.

In this form you are asked for your personal data, information about your experience in �lm media and a 
3-minute clip (demo) that re�ects your experience and, above all, your creative potential (demo does not 
apply in the case of �lm critics). . Scriptwriters and critics must also upload extra written material, in pdf 
format.

The entire registration process is done online. Team applications are not accepted, only individual.

To participate in the Talents Guadalajara it is essential to speak Spanish and have an intermediate or 
advanced level of English.

TALENT PRESS GUADALAJARA. A space for film criticism
Talent Press Guadalajara is an intensive training in �lm criticism presented in the Talents Guadalajara 
program of activities, within the framework of the Guadalajara International Film Festival and with the 
support of the International Federation of Film Critics FIPRESCI. 

Selected by a specialist jury in the �eld, the participants are invited to the festival to see and review �lms 
screened at it, under the tutelage of renowned �lm critics who serve as their mentors and who share their 
impressions and points of view on the written material.

 Those selected for the Talent Press Guadalajara will have as a daily task the realization of a critique of a 
feature �lm screened at the FICG, which is exposed and discussed with colleagues and mentors and, once 
approved, is published.

TALENT PROJECT MARKET. Your project to the industry
Talents Guadalajara, in collaboration with the XIX Coproduction Market of Guadalajara International Film 
Festival opens the call to participate in the Talent Project Market, a professional pitching experience for  
feature �lm projects (documentary or �ction) in development. 
Participants will receive an intensive pitching workshop, which will form part of the Talents Guadalajara 
activities program, to later present their project to representatives of the international �lm industry 
attending FICG. This hands-on pitching experience o�ers participants the chance to get producers and 
co-producers for their �lms.

The call is open to PRODUCERS and DIRECTORS who have a feature �lm project (documentary or �ction) 
that has not yet been �lmed (in the development stage) with a �nished script and ready to be presented to 
possible co-producers (production folder in Spanish and English: subscribed producer and director 
(bio-�lmography of each one), short and long synopsis, budget, provisional �nancing plan, current status of 
the project (with at least 20% �nancing obtained) and letter of intent of the director). In addition to having 
audiovisual material to show: project teaser or trailer with existing project material; or, failing that, a demo 
of the director with his previous works.
To participate, it is an essential requirement to speak �uently English, since a large part of the 
appointments are agreed with international co-producers.

If you meet the requirements and are interested in participating, you must complete your pro�le as 
indicated in the general call to participate. Once your pro�le is complete, you will be asked to upload your 
feature �lm project in .pdf format for evaluation.

The selection committee made up of producers and directors who are experts in the �eld, will choose up 
to 6 projects, their theme and viability for an international co-production will be evaluated.

TALENT MOTION STUDIO. A studio for animation
Guadalajara has been internationally recognized as a city where �lmmakers are interested in and produce 
animated shorts and features in various techniques, of great quality and creative skill.
For this reason, Talents Guadalajara presents a special section in its program dedicated to animation and 
its creators: Talent Motion Studio, in which directors who work in this genre are invited from the call.

Upon being selected, they will be able to participate in a personalized consultancy program for their 
animation projects at the door, in addition to other activities of their interest, such as a Master Class and 
Dialogue Tables where internationally recognized animators participate, as part of the general program of 
Talents Guadalajara activities.

If you work mostly in the animation genre and want to participate, you just have to �ll out the Talents 
Guadalajara form in a general way, indicating that you participate as an Animator.

REQUIREMENTS AND DOCUMENTATION
1. Citizens and residents of Mexico, Central America and the Caribbean (not including Colombia or 

Venezuela) who are dedicated to cinematography professionally or in advanced training in any of the 
following areas can participate: acting (with experience in cinematographic or audiovisual 
productions), �lm criticism (communication specialists or journalists specialized in the �eld), direction, 
animation director, cinematographers, sound design (musicians and sound engineers who work on the 
creation of the sound concept of a �lm or short �lm), script and/or production.

2. Citizens of other nationalities may also participate, only in the case of having residence documents or 
second nationality from a country in the region invited, or in case of having studied �lm at the San Antonio 
de los Baños Film School EICTV (Cuba) with a maximum period of 5 years after having graduated and 
speaking Spanish. This is possible thanks to an agreement between the EICTV and the FICG.

3. Registration for any of the items is done only electronically through the website: 
https://www.berlinale-talents.de/bt/guadalajara/ap/info/index where it is necessary to create your 
electronic pro�le, which is generated by completing and attaching the required documentation 
described below and where you have to choose The professional �eld that you focus on most 
professionally:

A. Registration form. It must be answered completely, without omitting any requested �eld, 
specifying the �eld towards which you are oriented (acting, �lm criticism, direction, 
animation, cinematography, sound design, script or production).

B. Biography and personal review (each writing), which brie�y explains your career in the 
medium. The biography should describe your professional development in the medium and 
the review should reveal the style that characterizes you and your speci�c interests in cinema.

1. For ACTORS, DIRECTORS, ANIMATORS, CINEMATOGRAPHERS, SOUND 
DESIGNERS, SCREENWRITERS AND PRODUCERS: Upload to your pro�le a demo of 
a maximum of 3 minutes in length that endorses and supports your audiovisual 
experience, which can be a short �lm, a fragment or a series of clips from several jobs 
in which you have participated directly in the professional �eld you are choosing.

2. IMPORTANT: Music videos (videoclips) or showreels with dizzying editions of several 
di�erent works and/or music imposed on the image that make it di�cult to assess 
your talent will not be taken into account. The demo should be, on the contrary, a 
sample of your ability to tell and create stories, depending on the category you sign 
up for.

3. SCREENWRITERS must upload to their pro�le -in addition to the demo explained 
in B1- an excerpt from a script of their authorship, whether short or feature �lm, 
that endorses their talent as such. Maximum 5 pages, plus an extra one as a cover 
with the �le and synopsis of said script, in .pdf format.

4. Those interested in FILM CRITICISM should not upload a demo to their pro�le. 
However, they must include 3 �les in .pdf format of �lm reviews or cultural 
journalism articles of their authorship, which have been published in a printed 
medium and, in addition, 3 links to websites where their work published in 
electronic media can be read. (Applicant's personal blogs are also allowed).

C. A passport-type photograph (that clearly shows your face from the front) in color and on a 
white background, which will be used for accreditation and the catalog, in electronic format 
.jpg 300dpi.

D. Explicar los motivos por los cuales consideras valiosa tu participación en el Talents 
Guadalajara.

1. Incomplete applications or applications that have closed their pro�le after the 
registration period has expired will not be considered.

2. Applications that mislead about their nationality will not be considered.
3. For more information write to: talents.gdl@ficg.mx
4. Applications from those selected for previous editions of Talents Guadalajara will 

not be accepted, with the exception of producers or directors who register for the 
Talent Project Market, who will be selected based on the project presented.

HOW IS THE SELECTION MADE?
Up to 35 applications will be chosen to participate in Talents Guadalajara. The selection of the participants 
will be ruled by the Selection Committee, of which the names of the members will be announced once the 
results are published.

The Committee will evaluate the quality, proposal and experience in the audiovisual production of the 
interested parties. In addition, it will seek to select as far as possible a heterogeneous group of �elds and 
nationalities.

Talents Guadalajara has a limited space, so the refusal to participate does not determine the lack of quality 
in the application submitted.

DATES AND RESULTS
The Talents Guadalajara 2023 call opens on Friday, March 3 and closes on Friday, April 7, 2023. The results 
will be announced on Monday, April 24, 2023, via email to those interested and through the publication of 
the list. on the FICG website.

THOSE SELECTED MUST CONFIRM THEIR ATTENDANCE BEFORE MAY 5, 2023, OTHERWISE, THEIR PARTICIPATION WILL BE 
CANCELED.

  The FICG will provide free registration, the possibility of accommodation, breakfast and lunch for those 
selected, and accreditation to the FICG38.

In case of being selected, Talents Guadalajara refrains from supporting the visa management to enter 
Mexico, only a letter can be provided via email in which the interested party is accredited as selected to 
participate in Talents Guadalajara 2023.

The interested party must carry out the corresponding procedures in their country of origin or residence 
in person. Talents Guadalajara and FICG will in no case bear the expenses generated by said procedure.

IMPORTANT: Any unforeseen situation or changes in the points indicated in this call will be resolved by the 
organizing committee of the FICG.

CONDITIONS OF PARTICIPATION
 1. The General Management of the FICG will be the one who resolves any matter not provided for 

in this call. These cases will be evaluated by management and those responsible for the area 
involved.

2. Registration and participation in the project implies acceptance of this Call. Failure to comply 
with one or more of the requirements and/or conditions may imply the cancellation of 
participation in the FICG or the disquali�cation of the project.

3. FICG has a zero-tolerance policy for cases of disrespect, harassment, or situations that endanger 
the integrity of guests in general, the organizing committee, the public, and volunteers.

 4. FICG reserves the right to make changes to this call.
5. The projects that accept the invitation will receive the documentation that de�nes the rights and 

conditions of the bene�ts granted by the FICG, in case they have any.
6. The FICG will not provide additional prerogatives to the participants.
7. Those registered, under oath to tell the truth; They accredit themselves as the authors of the 

work and holders of the moral and patrimonial rights of the same. Similarly, they ensure that they 
have the permissions and rights to reproduce texts, works, music and other materials subject to 
intellectual property and copyright laws used in the registered project. The �lmmakers 
undertake to demarcate the Board of Trustees of the Guadalajara International Film Festival, 
A.C. and the University of Guadalajara from any liability in the event of a possible claim regarding 
intellectual property and copyright that may arise from any of the participating �lms, by third 
parties.

For more information or questions, write to: talents.gdl@ficg.mx

PRIVACY NOTICE: The Guadalajara International Film Festival, with address Avenida Periférico Norte 1695, Rinconada de Azalea, Zapopan, Mexico; will 

use your personal data collected for: all the points described in this call and in the same way will protect the projects for documentation purposes. For 

more information about the treatment and the rights that you can assert, you can access the comprehensive privacy notice through the following link 

https://ficg.mx/es/avisos



The Guadalajara International Film Festival (FICG38) in collaboration with the Berlinale Talents of the 
Berlin International Film Festival, the Goethe-Institut Mexico and the support of the San Antonio de los 
Baños Film School EICTV and the International Federation of Critics Cinematographic FIPRESCI, present 
the �fteenth call to participate in the Talents Guadalajara 2023.

GDL TALENTS
XV: THE REVOLUTION OF JOY

It is summoned to:

Actors
Film Critics (Communicologists and journalists)
Directors
Animators
Cinematographers
Sound Designers
Screenwriters
Producers

from Mexico, Central America and the Caribbean (not including Colombia or Venezuela) may register for 
the �fteenth �lm improvement meeting to be held from June 2 to 6, 2023, under the framework of the 
Guadalajara International Film Festival , in its 38th edition (FICG38).

Talents Guadalajara 2023 is an intensive cinematographic meeting in which the next generation of 
�lmmakers, actors and �lm critics from the region share ideas and develop projects hand in hand with 
renowned experts in world cinematography.

WHO CAN PARTICIPATE?
The following can participate in Talents Guadalajara: actors, �lm critics (communication specialists or 
journalists specialized in the �eld), directors, animators, cinematographers, sound designers (musicians 
and sound engineers who work on the creation of the sound concept for a �lm or short �lm), scriptwriters 
and Producers, who have work already done (at least two short �lms that have been selected in a festival) 
that supports their experience as department heads of the �eld to which they are registered.

Talents Guadalajara opens its call only to citizens or residents of Mexico, Central America or the Caribbean 
(excluding Colombia and Venezuela) because the South American region is covered by Talents Buenos 
Aires that takes place in Argentina.

To participate in the Talents Guadalajara there is no age restriction, the important thing is the talent that 
is demonstrated in the selected �eld, when uploading all the information to the pro�le created online. 
However, if they are minors, a letter of authorization written and signed by the responsible guardians of 
the participant must be attached to the application.

Applications from those who have been selected for previous editions of Talents Guadalajara will not be 
accepted, with the exception of PRODUCERS or DIRECTORS who register for the Talent Project Market 
(see information below) who will be selected based on the project presented, or Entertainers who sign up 
for the Talent Motion Studio.

HOW CAN I PARTICIPATE IN TALENTS GUADALAJARA?
To attend the Talents Guadalajara in any of its modalities (as an emerging �lmmaker or actor, as a journalist 
specializing in �lm criticism at Talent Press Guadalajara or as a producer or director with a project at the 
Talent Project Market or as an animator for the Talent Motion Studio) it is necessary to create your electronic 
pro�le (access the link https://www.berlinale-talents.de/bt/guadalajara/ap/info/index) by completing the 
registration form, for more information, go to the page www.�cg.mx in the FICG Industry section.

In this form you are asked for your personal data, information about your experience in �lm media and a 
3-minute clip (demo) that re�ects your experience and, above all, your creative potential (demo does not 
apply in the case of �lm critics). . Scriptwriters and critics must also upload extra written material, in pdf 
format.

The entire registration process is done online. Team applications are not accepted, only individual.

To participate in the Talents Guadalajara it is essential to speak Spanish and have an intermediate or 
advanced level of English.

TALENT PRESS GUADALAJARA. A space for film criticism
Talent Press Guadalajara is an intensive training in �lm criticism presented in the Talents Guadalajara 
program of activities, within the framework of the Guadalajara International Film Festival and with the 
support of the International Federation of Film Critics FIPRESCI. 

Selected by a specialist jury in the �eld, the participants are invited to the festival to see and review �lms 
screened at it, under the tutelage of renowned �lm critics who serve as their mentors and who share their 
impressions and points of view on the written material.

 Those selected for the Talent Press Guadalajara will have as a daily task the realization of a critique of a 
feature �lm screened at the FICG, which is exposed and discussed with colleagues and mentors and, once 
approved, is published.

TALENT PROJECT MARKET. Your project to the industry
Talents Guadalajara, in collaboration with the XIX Coproduction Market of Guadalajara International Film 
Festival opens the call to participate in the Talent Project Market, a professional pitching experience for  
feature �lm projects (documentary or �ction) in development. 
Participants will receive an intensive pitching workshop, which will form part of the Talents Guadalajara 
activities program, to later present their project to representatives of the international �lm industry 
attending FICG. This hands-on pitching experience o�ers participants the chance to get producers and 
co-producers for their �lms.

The call is open to PRODUCERS and DIRECTORS who have a feature �lm project (documentary or �ction) 
that has not yet been �lmed (in the development stage) with a �nished script and ready to be presented to 
possible co-producers (production folder in Spanish and English: subscribed producer and director 
(bio-�lmography of each one), short and long synopsis, budget, provisional �nancing plan, current status of 
the project (with at least 20% �nancing obtained) and letter of intent of the director). In addition to having 
audiovisual material to show: project teaser or trailer with existing project material; or, failing that, a demo 
of the director with his previous works.
To participate, it is an essential requirement to speak �uently English, since a large part of the 
appointments are agreed with international co-producers.

If you meet the requirements and are interested in participating, you must complete your pro�le as 
indicated in the general call to participate. Once your pro�le is complete, you will be asked to upload your 
feature �lm project in .pdf format for evaluation.

The selection committee made up of producers and directors who are experts in the �eld, will choose up 
to 6 projects, their theme and viability for an international co-production will be evaluated.

TALENT MOTION STUDIO. A studio for animation
Guadalajara has been internationally recognized as a city where �lmmakers are interested in and produce 
animated shorts and features in various techniques, of great quality and creative skill.
For this reason, Talents Guadalajara presents a special section in its program dedicated to animation and 
its creators: Talent Motion Studio, in which directors who work in this genre are invited from the call.

Upon being selected, they will be able to participate in a personalized consultancy program for their 
animation projects at the door, in addition to other activities of their interest, such as a Master Class and 
Dialogue Tables where internationally recognized animators participate, as part of the general program of 
Talents Guadalajara activities.

If you work mostly in the animation genre and want to participate, you just have to �ll out the Talents 
Guadalajara form in a general way, indicating that you participate as an Animator.

REQUIREMENTS AND DOCUMENTATION
1. Citizens and residents of Mexico, Central America and the Caribbean (not including Colombia or 

Venezuela) who are dedicated to cinematography professionally or in advanced training in any of the 
following areas can participate: acting (with experience in cinematographic or audiovisual 
productions), �lm criticism (communication specialists or journalists specialized in the �eld), direction, 
animation director, cinematographers, sound design (musicians and sound engineers who work on the 
creation of the sound concept of a �lm or short �lm), script and/or production.

2. Citizens of other nationalities may also participate, only in the case of having residence documents or 
second nationality from a country in the region invited, or in case of having studied �lm at the San Antonio 
de los Baños Film School EICTV (Cuba) with a maximum period of 5 years after having graduated and 
speaking Spanish. This is possible thanks to an agreement between the EICTV and the FICG.

3. Registration for any of the items is done only electronically through the website: 
https://www.berlinale-talents.de/bt/guadalajara/ap/info/index where it is necessary to create your 
electronic pro�le, which is generated by completing and attaching the required documentation 
described below and where you have to choose The professional �eld that you focus on most 
professionally:

A. Registration form. It must be answered completely, without omitting any requested �eld, 
specifying the �eld towards which you are oriented (acting, �lm criticism, direction, 
animation, cinematography, sound design, script or production).

B. Biography and personal review (each writing), which brie�y explains your career in the 
medium. The biography should describe your professional development in the medium and 
the review should reveal the style that characterizes you and your speci�c interests in cinema.

1. For ACTORS, DIRECTORS, ANIMATORS, CINEMATOGRAPHERS, SOUND 
DESIGNERS, SCREENWRITERS AND PRODUCERS: Upload to your pro�le a demo of 
a maximum of 3 minutes in length that endorses and supports your audiovisual 
experience, which can be a short �lm, a fragment or a series of clips from several jobs 
in which you have participated directly in the professional �eld you are choosing.

2. IMPORTANT: Music videos (videoclips) or showreels with dizzying editions of several 
di�erent works and/or music imposed on the image that make it di�cult to assess 
your talent will not be taken into account. The demo should be, on the contrary, a 
sample of your ability to tell and create stories, depending on the category you sign 
up for.

3. SCREENWRITERS must upload to their pro�le -in addition to the demo explained 
in B1- an excerpt from a script of their authorship, whether short or feature �lm, 
that endorses their talent as such. Maximum 5 pages, plus an extra one as a cover 
with the �le and synopsis of said script, in .pdf format.

4. Those interested in FILM CRITICISM should not upload a demo to their pro�le. 
However, they must include 3 �les in .pdf format of �lm reviews or cultural 
journalism articles of their authorship, which have been published in a printed 
medium and, in addition, 3 links to websites where their work published in 
electronic media can be read. (Applicant's personal blogs are also allowed).

C. A passport-type photograph (that clearly shows your face from the front) in color and on a 
white background, which will be used for accreditation and the catalog, in electronic format 
.jpg 300dpi.

D. Explicar los motivos por los cuales consideras valiosa tu participación en el Talents 
Guadalajara.

1. Incomplete applications or applications that have closed their pro�le after the 
registration period has expired will not be considered.

2. Applications that mislead about their nationality will not be considered.
3. For more information write to: talents.gdl@ficg.mx
4. Applications from those selected for previous editions of Talents Guadalajara will 

not be accepted, with the exception of producers or directors who register for the 
Talent Project Market, who will be selected based on the project presented.

HOW IS THE SELECTION MADE?
Up to 35 applications will be chosen to participate in Talents Guadalajara. The selection of the participants 
will be ruled by the Selection Committee, of which the names of the members will be announced once the 
results are published.

The Committee will evaluate the quality, proposal and experience in the audiovisual production of the 
interested parties. In addition, it will seek to select as far as possible a heterogeneous group of �elds and 
nationalities.

Talents Guadalajara has a limited space, so the refusal to participate does not determine the lack of quality 
in the application submitted.

DATES AND RESULTS
The Talents Guadalajara 2023 call opens on Friday, March 3 and closes on Friday, April 7, 2023. The results 
will be announced on Monday, April 24, 2023, via email to those interested and through the publication of 
the list. on the FICG website.

THOSE SELECTED MUST CONFIRM THEIR ATTENDANCE BEFORE MAY 5, 2023, OTHERWISE, THEIR PARTICIPATION WILL BE 
CANCELED.

  The FICG will provide free registration, the possibility of accommodation, breakfast and lunch for those 
selected, and accreditation to the FICG38.

In case of being selected, Talents Guadalajara refrains from supporting the visa management to enter 
Mexico, only a letter can be provided via email in which the interested party is accredited as selected to 
participate in Talents Guadalajara 2023.

The interested party must carry out the corresponding procedures in their country of origin or residence 
in person. Talents Guadalajara and FICG will in no case bear the expenses generated by said procedure.

IMPORTANT: Any unforeseen situation or changes in the points indicated in this call will be resolved by the 
organizing committee of the FICG.

CONDITIONS OF PARTICIPATION
 1. The General Management of the FICG will be the one who resolves any matter not provided for 

in this call. These cases will be evaluated by management and those responsible for the area 
involved.

2. Registration and participation in the project implies acceptance of this Call. Failure to comply 
with one or more of the requirements and/or conditions may imply the cancellation of 
participation in the FICG or the disquali�cation of the project.

3. FICG has a zero-tolerance policy for cases of disrespect, harassment, or situations that endanger 
the integrity of guests in general, the organizing committee, the public, and volunteers.

 4. FICG reserves the right to make changes to this call.
5. The projects that accept the invitation will receive the documentation that de�nes the rights and 

conditions of the bene�ts granted by the FICG, in case they have any.
6. The FICG will not provide additional prerogatives to the participants.
7. Those registered, under oath to tell the truth; They accredit themselves as the authors of the 

work and holders of the moral and patrimonial rights of the same. Similarly, they ensure that they 
have the permissions and rights to reproduce texts, works, music and other materials subject to 
intellectual property and copyright laws used in the registered project. The �lmmakers 
undertake to demarcate the Board of Trustees of the Guadalajara International Film Festival, 
A.C. and the University of Guadalajara from any liability in the event of a possible claim regarding 
intellectual property and copyright that may arise from any of the participating �lms, by third 
parties.

For more information or questions, write to: talents.gdl@ficg.mx

PRIVACY NOTICE: The Guadalajara International Film Festival, with address Avenida Periférico Norte 1695, Rinconada de Azalea, Zapopan, Mexico; will 

use your personal data collected for: all the points described in this call and in the same way will protect the projects for documentation purposes. For 

more information about the treatment and the rights that you can assert, you can access the comprehensive privacy notice through the following link 

https://ficg.mx/es/avisos



The Guadalajara International Film Festival (FICG38) in collaboration with the Berlinale Talents of the 
Berlin International Film Festival, the Goethe-Institut Mexico and the support of the San Antonio de los 
Baños Film School EICTV and the International Federation of Critics Cinematographic FIPRESCI, present 
the �fteenth call to participate in the Talents Guadalajara 2023.

GDL TALENTS
XV: THE REVOLUTION OF JOY

It is summoned to:

Actors
Film Critics (Communicologists and journalists)
Directors
Animators
Cinematographers
Sound Designers
Screenwriters
Producers

from Mexico, Central America and the Caribbean (not including Colombia or Venezuela) may register for 
the �fteenth �lm improvement meeting to be held from June 2 to 6, 2023, under the framework of the 
Guadalajara International Film Festival , in its 38th edition (FICG38).

Talents Guadalajara 2023 is an intensive cinematographic meeting in which the next generation of 
�lmmakers, actors and �lm critics from the region share ideas and develop projects hand in hand with 
renowned experts in world cinematography.

WHO CAN PARTICIPATE?
The following can participate in Talents Guadalajara: actors, �lm critics (communication specialists or 
journalists specialized in the �eld), directors, animators, cinematographers, sound designers (musicians 
and sound engineers who work on the creation of the sound concept for a �lm or short �lm), scriptwriters 
and Producers, who have work already done (at least two short �lms that have been selected in a festival) 
that supports their experience as department heads of the �eld to which they are registered.

Talents Guadalajara opens its call only to citizens or residents of Mexico, Central America or the Caribbean 
(excluding Colombia and Venezuela) because the South American region is covered by Talents Buenos 
Aires that takes place in Argentina.

To participate in the Talents Guadalajara there is no age restriction, the important thing is the talent that 
is demonstrated in the selected �eld, when uploading all the information to the pro�le created online. 
However, if they are minors, a letter of authorization written and signed by the responsible guardians of 
the participant must be attached to the application.

Applications from those who have been selected for previous editions of Talents Guadalajara will not be 
accepted, with the exception of PRODUCERS or DIRECTORS who register for the Talent Project Market 
(see information below) who will be selected based on the project presented, or Entertainers who sign up 
for the Talent Motion Studio.

HOW CAN I PARTICIPATE IN TALENTS GUADALAJARA?
To attend the Talents Guadalajara in any of its modalities (as an emerging �lmmaker or actor, as a journalist 
specializing in �lm criticism at Talent Press Guadalajara or as a producer or director with a project at the 
Talent Project Market or as an animator for the Talent Motion Studio) it is necessary to create your electronic 
pro�le (access the link https://www.berlinale-talents.de/bt/guadalajara/ap/info/index) by completing the 
registration form, for more information, go to the page www.�cg.mx in the FICG Industry section.

In this form you are asked for your personal data, information about your experience in �lm media and a 
3-minute clip (demo) that re�ects your experience and, above all, your creative potential (demo does not 
apply in the case of �lm critics). . Scriptwriters and critics must also upload extra written material, in pdf 
format.

The entire registration process is done online. Team applications are not accepted, only individual.

To participate in the Talents Guadalajara it is essential to speak Spanish and have an intermediate or 
advanced level of English.

TALENT PRESS GUADALAJARA. A space for film criticism
Talent Press Guadalajara is an intensive training in �lm criticism presented in the Talents Guadalajara 
program of activities, within the framework of the Guadalajara International Film Festival and with the 
support of the International Federation of Film Critics FIPRESCI. 

Selected by a specialist jury in the �eld, the participants are invited to the festival to see and review �lms 
screened at it, under the tutelage of renowned �lm critics who serve as their mentors and who share their 
impressions and points of view on the written material.

 Those selected for the Talent Press Guadalajara will have as a daily task the realization of a critique of a 
feature �lm screened at the FICG, which is exposed and discussed with colleagues and mentors and, once 
approved, is published.

TALENT PROJECT MARKET. Your project to the industry
Talents Guadalajara, in collaboration with the XIX Coproduction Market of Guadalajara International Film 
Festival opens the call to participate in the Talent Project Market, a professional pitching experience for  
feature �lm projects (documentary or �ction) in development. 
Participants will receive an intensive pitching workshop, which will form part of the Talents Guadalajara 
activities program, to later present their project to representatives of the international �lm industry 
attending FICG. This hands-on pitching experience o�ers participants the chance to get producers and 
co-producers for their �lms.

The call is open to PRODUCERS and DIRECTORS who have a feature �lm project (documentary or �ction) 
that has not yet been �lmed (in the development stage) with a �nished script and ready to be presented to 
possible co-producers (production folder in Spanish and English: subscribed producer and director 
(bio-�lmography of each one), short and long synopsis, budget, provisional �nancing plan, current status of 
the project (with at least 20% �nancing obtained) and letter of intent of the director). In addition to having 
audiovisual material to show: project teaser or trailer with existing project material; or, failing that, a demo 
of the director with his previous works.
To participate, it is an essential requirement to speak �uently English, since a large part of the 
appointments are agreed with international co-producers.

If you meet the requirements and are interested in participating, you must complete your pro�le as 
indicated in the general call to participate. Once your pro�le is complete, you will be asked to upload your 
feature �lm project in .pdf format for evaluation.

The selection committee made up of producers and directors who are experts in the �eld, will choose up 
to 6 projects, their theme and viability for an international co-production will be evaluated.

TALENT MOTION STUDIO. A studio for animation
Guadalajara has been internationally recognized as a city where �lmmakers are interested in and produce 
animated shorts and features in various techniques, of great quality and creative skill.
For this reason, Talents Guadalajara presents a special section in its program dedicated to animation and 
its creators: Talent Motion Studio, in which directors who work in this genre are invited from the call.

Upon being selected, they will be able to participate in a personalized consultancy program for their 
animation projects at the door, in addition to other activities of their interest, such as a Master Class and 
Dialogue Tables where internationally recognized animators participate, as part of the general program of 
Talents Guadalajara activities.

If you work mostly in the animation genre and want to participate, you just have to �ll out the Talents 
Guadalajara form in a general way, indicating that you participate as an Animator.

REQUIREMENTS AND DOCUMENTATION
1. Citizens and residents of Mexico, Central America and the Caribbean (not including Colombia or 

Venezuela) who are dedicated to cinematography professionally or in advanced training in any of the 
following areas can participate: acting (with experience in cinematographic or audiovisual 
productions), �lm criticism (communication specialists or journalists specialized in the �eld), direction, 
animation director, cinematographers, sound design (musicians and sound engineers who work on the 
creation of the sound concept of a �lm or short �lm), script and/or production.

2. Citizens of other nationalities may also participate, only in the case of having residence documents or 
second nationality from a country in the region invited, or in case of having studied �lm at the San Antonio 
de los Baños Film School EICTV (Cuba) with a maximum period of 5 years after having graduated and 
speaking Spanish. This is possible thanks to an agreement between the EICTV and the FICG.

3. Registration for any of the items is done only electronically through the website: 
https://www.berlinale-talents.de/bt/guadalajara/ap/info/index where it is necessary to create your 
electronic pro�le, which is generated by completing and attaching the required documentation 
described below and where you have to choose The professional �eld that you focus on most 
professionally:

A. Registration form. It must be answered completely, without omitting any requested �eld, 
specifying the �eld towards which you are oriented (acting, �lm criticism, direction, 
animation, cinematography, sound design, script or production).

B. Biography and personal review (each writing), which brie�y explains your career in the 
medium. The biography should describe your professional development in the medium and 
the review should reveal the style that characterizes you and your speci�c interests in cinema.

1. For ACTORS, DIRECTORS, ANIMATORS, CINEMATOGRAPHERS, SOUND 
DESIGNERS, SCREENWRITERS AND PRODUCERS: Upload to your pro�le a demo of 
a maximum of 3 minutes in length that endorses and supports your audiovisual 
experience, which can be a short �lm, a fragment or a series of clips from several jobs 
in which you have participated directly in the professional �eld you are choosing.

2. IMPORTANT: Music videos (videoclips) or showreels with dizzying editions of several 
di�erent works and/or music imposed on the image that make it di�cult to assess 
your talent will not be taken into account. The demo should be, on the contrary, a 
sample of your ability to tell and create stories, depending on the category you sign 
up for.

3. SCREENWRITERS must upload to their pro�le -in addition to the demo explained 
in B1- an excerpt from a script of their authorship, whether short or feature �lm, 
that endorses their talent as such. Maximum 5 pages, plus an extra one as a cover 
with the �le and synopsis of said script, in .pdf format.

4. Those interested in FILM CRITICISM should not upload a demo to their pro�le. 
However, they must include 3 �les in .pdf format of �lm reviews or cultural 
journalism articles of their authorship, which have been published in a printed 
medium and, in addition, 3 links to websites where their work published in 
electronic media can be read. (Applicant's personal blogs are also allowed).

C. A passport-type photograph (that clearly shows your face from the front) in color and on a 
white background, which will be used for accreditation and the catalog, in electronic format 
.jpg 300dpi.

D. Explicar los motivos por los cuales consideras valiosa tu participación en el Talents 
Guadalajara.

1. Incomplete applications or applications that have closed their pro�le after the 
registration period has expired will not be considered.

2. Applications that mislead about their nationality will not be considered.
3. For more information write to: talents.gdl@ficg.mx
4. Applications from those selected for previous editions of Talents Guadalajara will 

not be accepted, with the exception of producers or directors who register for the 
Talent Project Market, who will be selected based on the project presented.

HOW IS THE SELECTION MADE?
Up to 35 applications will be chosen to participate in Talents Guadalajara. The selection of the participants 
will be ruled by the Selection Committee, of which the names of the members will be announced once the 
results are published.

The Committee will evaluate the quality, proposal and experience in the audiovisual production of the 
interested parties. In addition, it will seek to select as far as possible a heterogeneous group of �elds and 
nationalities.

Talents Guadalajara has a limited space, so the refusal to participate does not determine the lack of quality 
in the application submitted.

DATES AND RESULTS
The Talents Guadalajara 2023 call opens on Friday, March 3 and closes on Friday, April 7, 2023. The results 
will be announced on Monday, April 24, 2023, via email to those interested and through the publication of 
the list. on the FICG website.

THOSE SELECTED MUST CONFIRM THEIR ATTENDANCE BEFORE MAY 5, 2023, OTHERWISE, THEIR PARTICIPATION WILL BE 
CANCELED.

  The FICG will provide free registration, the possibility of accommodation, breakfast and lunch for those 
selected, and accreditation to the FICG38.

In case of being selected, Talents Guadalajara refrains from supporting the visa management to enter 
Mexico, only a letter can be provided via email in which the interested party is accredited as selected to 
participate in Talents Guadalajara 2023.

The interested party must carry out the corresponding procedures in their country of origin or residence 
in person. Talents Guadalajara and FICG will in no case bear the expenses generated by said procedure.

IMPORTANT: Any unforeseen situation or changes in the points indicated in this call will be resolved by the 
organizing committee of the FICG.

CONDITIONS OF PARTICIPATION
 1. The General Management of the FICG will be the one who resolves any matter not provided for 

in this call. These cases will be evaluated by management and those responsible for the area 
involved.

2. Registration and participation in the project implies acceptance of this Call. Failure to comply 
with one or more of the requirements and/or conditions may imply the cancellation of 
participation in the FICG or the disquali�cation of the project.

3. FICG has a zero-tolerance policy for cases of disrespect, harassment, or situations that endanger 
the integrity of guests in general, the organizing committee, the public, and volunteers.

 4. FICG reserves the right to make changes to this call.
5. The projects that accept the invitation will receive the documentation that de�nes the rights and 

conditions of the bene�ts granted by the FICG, in case they have any.
6. The FICG will not provide additional prerogatives to the participants.
7. Those registered, under oath to tell the truth; They accredit themselves as the authors of the 

work and holders of the moral and patrimonial rights of the same. Similarly, they ensure that they 
have the permissions and rights to reproduce texts, works, music and other materials subject to 
intellectual property and copyright laws used in the registered project. The �lmmakers 
undertake to demarcate the Board of Trustees of the Guadalajara International Film Festival, 
A.C. and the University of Guadalajara from any liability in the event of a possible claim regarding 
intellectual property and copyright that may arise from any of the participating �lms, by third 
parties.

For more information or questions, write to: talents.gdl@ficg.mx

PRIVACY NOTICE: The Guadalajara International Film Festival, with address Avenida Periférico Norte 1695, Rinconada de Azalea, Zapopan, Mexico; will 

use your personal data collected for: all the points described in this call and in the same way will protect the projects for documentation purposes. For 

more information about the treatment and the rights that you can assert, you can access the comprehensive privacy notice through the following link 

https://ficg.mx/es/avisos


